POLITICAL RHETORIC AND REALITY

Recently, our state premiers walked out of a COAG (Council of Australian Governments) meeting, complaining bitterly of “a bayonet thrust into our backs”. The bayonet was the Prime Minister’s insistence that they sign the Australian Health Care Agreements.

Emboldened by their solidarity, the premiers had come to Canberra determined that, not only should the proposed agreements be topped up by $1 billion, but the agenda for healthcare reform be discussed. As usual, the script of this fractious and farcical theatre was money.

Our political leaders insist we accept the rhetoric that more money would rescue our crumbling healthcare edifice, rather than acknowledging that it is yet another temporising bandaid.

Jonathan Shapiro, a UK health management expert, recently observed that “the political masters of the NHS currently promote the message that there is such a thing as a free lunch, but do much less about advertising the limits of the service — whether in terms of its capability or its capacity.”

Things are no different in the antipodes.

But there is a deeper problem. Our health system’s covenant between the public, the profession and politicians is outdated. Richard Smith, editor of the BMJ, has suggested an entirely new contract for the 21st century, which would include the recognition that “death, sickness and pain are part of life; medicine has limited power, particularly to solve social problems, and is risky; patients can’t leave [all] problems to doctors; doctors should be open about their limitations; and politicians should refrain from making extravagant promises and concentrate on reality.”

If politics is indeed the art of the possible, we need less political rhetoric and more realism. After all, money and medicine have limits.
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